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Full Research Paper

Design And Evaluation Of A Teaching Robot For University Courses
Shining Song1, Yan Wan1*
1School

of Economics and Management, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Beijing, 10000, China

Abstract: With the rapid growth of artificial intelligence technology and the deepening integration of education and
information technology, the scenario of education has been driven to broaden, which has also prompted the emergence of
teaching robot. However, the current research on this pair is mainly focused on the early childhood education and
demonstration experimental stage, not applicable to university classrooms, lacking discipline-specific. In order to solve this
problem, we designed an artificial intelligence teaching robot system with lecture and Q&A functions, using voice as the
overall form of interaction, to teach students the knowledge points while also being able to respond to students' questions,
reducing the time cost required to search and filter answers on traditional search engines. For the design of the Q&A function,
we use the FAQ Q&A model, build domain-specific knowledge base, and use a combination of inverted indexing and word2vec
model to achieve fast question matching and answer extraction. All Q&A situations are recorded by log files to ensure timely
checking and updating of the knowledge base. This paper contributes to the educational application of teaching robot in specific
subject fields.
Keywords: Teaching robot, Q&A system, word2dev, FAQ model

1.

INTRODUCTION
With the rapid progress and development of modern industrial network communication technology in China

and the widespread application of network-related technology, we are gradually entering a new technological era
of network informationization. The application of information technology in various fields such as industry,
agriculture, education and economy has increased in scope, and at the same time, the daily life of people living in
these fields has changed dramatically. In the field of education, the deepening degree of integration of education
and information technology has led to the widening of the educational scenario, the speed of upgrading the
transition from educational informatization to intelligent education has accelerated, and the hardware and software
used in the teaching process has been updated, which has also promoted the creation and application of teaching
robots [1]-[3].
Teaching robots refer to robots used in classroom scenarios with functions including lecturing, question and
answer, presentation, correcting assignments, etc. At present, intelligent robots can be used to support the artificial
intelligence learning process in educational settings, and some intelligent teaching assistants will be useful to help
teachers to complete some monotonous, repetitive and regular teaching tasks in their daily work. In addition,
robots in teaching can provide our students with more detailed and systematic knowledge because of its huge
database and world-leading algorithms, making it easier to absorb and understand what we learn in the classroom,
thus enhancing teaching effectiveness.
In traditional teaching scenarios, students generally listen to the teacher in class and digest and assimilate
after class. Therefore, voice lecture is the basic function that a teaching robot should include. The teaching robot
narrates a certain knowledge point to the students based on the preset content and uses voice synthesis technology
to complete the voice lecture. On the other hand, nowadays, students can acquire knowledge by co-existing online
and offline, however, in this way, search engines return a huge amount of information, but many of these
information are invalid or do not really solve the problems raised by students. This process makes the cost of
*
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searching less, but the benefit gained is also less. This is where the importance of designing intelligent question
and answer functions for teaching robots becomes apparent [4]-[5]. Intelligent quizzing is a process where a question
is posed from the student side, the robot searches, matches the best answer, and outputs the answer, which is
essentially the use of question-and-answer retrieval technology.
The question-and-answer retrieval technology allows the user to reduce the use time of finding the required
information from many similar information, retrieving and returning more accurate answers to the questions asked
by the user, while using traditional search engine technology although it can return a large amount of information,
much of this information is similar. The widespread use of this technology is also intended to allow our teachers
to grasp a student's understanding and learning status of a certain part of knowledge from the actual situation of
question and answer participants, to explore their possible problems in teaching, to adjust teaching methods and
content. In this way, we can effectively promote the emergence of a new generation of collaborative teaching
mode between teachers and students, from the traditional teaching mode in which teachers teach students and
students learn independently to the new mode in which teachers guide students and both learn cooperatively and
promote each other [6].
In this paper, we hope to design an artificial intelligence teaching robot with voice lecture and intelligent
Q&A functions, which can teach students knowledge points while matching the best answers to the questions they
ask and outputting the answers by voice, reducing the time cost required to search and filter answers on traditional
search engines and providing students with a convenient answer channel. The main contributions of this study are
summarized as follows:
(1) Based on the application scenario of university classroom, the design is targeted and easy to use
Starting from the characteristics of the university classroom, we determines the characteristics of the teaching
robot system to be built, and extends from there to determine the two main functions of lecture and Q&A, and
uses voice as a way of interaction to increase the ease of use of the system.
(2) Independent construction of Q&A model and FAQ library based on FAQ model
Most of the existing question and answer model databases use off-the-shelf libraries, such as calling the
Turing Robot API, which are entertaining and lifelike conversation contents and lack discipline-specific content.
In this paper, the FAQ database is constructed by collecting and organizing data independently. Secondly, the
Q&A model adopts word2dev algorithm and uses the method of inverted indexing in the retrieval stage to reduce
the time complexity of the algorithm and accelerate the model response speed.
(3) Application of speech recognition and synthesis technology
The interactions in the Q&A section are all in speech mode, which is convenient for users.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, related work is presented. Sect. 3 introduces a
method to design a domain-specific chatbot focusing on how to build a FAQ chatbot. Then, in Sect. 4 we assess
the effectiveness and usability of the proposed teaching robot and discuss the evaluation results. Finally, some
conclusions, limitations, and future aspirations are outlined.
2.

RELATED WORK
With the advancement and development of modern artificial intelligence technology, computer information

technology and other related fields of discipline technology, teaching robots are products that connect robots to
these technologies and can be applied to classroom teaching scenarios. Such robots act as intelligent teaching
assistants and student partners in classroom education scenarios. They can assist teachers in the classroom process,
relieve teachers' teaching pressure, and provide better resources to students to help them. In 2016, an intelligent
robot created by a professor from the Georgia Institute of Technology became a professional teaching assistant
for the school's curriculum with the help of IBM's Watson artificial intelligence system, and the accuracy of its
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answers has reached 97%. The accuracy rate of the answers has reached 97%

[9]

. The first educational robots in

China have successfully entered the early childhood education industry as an educational device, acting as
"intelligent robot teachers". Xi'an Jiaotong University introduced the robot "Xian Doctor Xiaofat" to answer
questions for students who have questions after the Civics class. Baidu launched Aladdin AI educational robot
system with key AI technologies such as natural language processing and large-scale autonomous deep learning [10].
At present, the functions of teaching robots mainly include homework correction, classroom behavior
supervision, voice quiz, and experiment demonstration. However, due to the current level of technology, the use
of teaching robots is somewhat limited, and the most frequently used functions are mainly to help teachers correct
homework assignments, and in terms of assisting teaching, the technology is also mainly focused on classroom
intelligent devices, and teaching robots are not really integrated into every section of classroom teaching and
students' learning routine. Second, at present, teaching robots are mainly applied in middle and high school
classrooms, responsible for simple functions such as experimental demonstration and daily conversation, which
mainly play the role of improving students' learning interest and daily entertainment, and these functions are not
very practical in in university classrooms, so the popularity is low [11]-[12].
As one of the important functions of teaching robots, the core of the Q&A function lies in the design of the
Q&A system. In 1966, the first QA system "Eliza" appeared [13], and in the 1970s, a reading comprehension system
appeared, but the system had to be equipped with sufficient scripts to describe the answers to the questions before
it could work properly. system inquiry and development hotspots gradually shifted to Q&A based on large-scale
document sets, and the research area was expanded from the initial limited scope of localization to an open domain,
and the objects were extended from the original fixed corpus to the Internet. Start [14], the world's first Web-based
Q&A system, has been in operation since December 1993 until today. Compared with China, foreign research on
Q&A systems is earlier, such as Google Now by Google and Siri by Apple. However, in recent years, domestic
research on question and answer systems has also developed, such as the HIT-related natural language processing
tool developed independently by Harbin Institute of Technology, which is able to perform operations such as word
separation and analysis of common grammar for relevant data information in different sentence types. A series of
related speech recognition tools, such as Sogou Voice Assistant and Xunfei Language Point, have also been
developed by Xunfei to promote the rapid development of voice interaction chatbots in China [15]-[16].
However, in terms of content, the design of the Q&A module is similar to that of Q&A systems applied to
commercial scenarios, which are conversations with questions of little significance like daily chats, and are rarely
subject-specific. A Q&A system that is truly suitable for a university classroom should be able to provide students
with answers to specific knowledge points, rather than simple daily conversational Q&A. Therefore, we hope to
design an online teaching chatbot that collects all the contents of a certain knowledge point, categorizes and
integrates them, and allows users to easily access the knowledge in the form of dialogues, greatly reducing the
time cost of retrieval, thus making the teaching bot truly suitable for the university classroom.
3.

DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED TEACHING ROBOT

3.1 Conceptual design
To enhance the robot applied in university courses learning, we propose an intelligent chatbot for the specific
field. This chatbot features a question-and-answer service in a specific domain. The conceptual architecture of the
teaching robot is hierarchical as shown in Figure 1.
The teaching robot has two modules: Q&A Module(QAM) and Lecture Module(LM). In the LM, speech
synthesis technology is used, and users can tap the knowledge points they want to listen to. In the QAM, it mainly
includes domain-specific knowledge base, Q&A agent and speech recognition technology. In order to make our
robot more convenient to use and save the trouble of manual input, voice input will be adopted, in which the user
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Conceptual architecture of our proposed domain-specific chat- bot

can directly talk to the robot, and after the Q&A agent in the system processes the input dialogue, the robot will
also return the required answer in the form of voice.
The domain-specific knowledge base is designed to make the Q&A function of the teaching robot more
discipline-specific, so we design it and build the frequent question-answer pairs(FAQ) base by ourselves by
collecting and classifying data. In the Q&A agent, we used a Q&A model based on FAQ and trained the model to
improve the accuracy of the model.
For the design of the system interface, we selected the Tkinter module of python as the window interface
design tool, which can be used flexibly. Since the system design is not the focus in this paper, this easier way to
get started is taken. The LM can selectively play knowledge points, the QAM can control the start and end of the
recording, and there are also corresponding prompt words to tell the user that the recording is on, and the interface
will also display the questions asked by the system and the answers returned by the system, which is more
experiential than directly playing the answers to the questions, and also allows the user to intuitively see whether
the questions and answers match.Figure 2 shows some screenshots of some functions of the teaching robot.

Figure 2. Screenshots of teaching robot

In the following sections, we present more detailed information on how to implement an intelligent teaching
robot for university courses learning based on our architecture.
3.2 Q&A module design
3.2.1 Domain-specific knowledge base design
It is really hard to build a FAQ system for one or more fields of knowledge, but when the scope of knowledge
in a closed field is relatively limited, a FAQ system can give users a high degree of freedom, high retrieval accuracy,
and time savings. For the FAQ system, the effectiveness of the question and answer is very much related to the
quality of the FAQ base, and the requirement of the data is high. Beautiful Soup is a common web crawler tool in
Python language, which provides many useful functions. This study will use this tool to crawl the data of Baidu
Know and CSDN. This paper takes the "KNN" algorithm in the data mining course as an example, and the
keywords are "KNN" and "K nearest neighbor algorithm".
After the initial crawling, 400 pieces of data were obtained, and 206 pairs of question-answer pairs were
obtained after cleaning and removing questions that were not related to the KNN algorithm. The preliminary
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format of the data is shown in Table 1.
Table 1.

Example of FAQ knowledge base

Question

Answer
KNN 算法，对于分类的不同属性定义距离。对于一个新的待
分类样本点，只取 K 个与该样本距离最近的点，然后…

请简述为什么 KNN 算法是懒惰的？
(Please briefly explain why the KNN algorithm is lazy?)

(KNN algorithm that defines distances for different attributes of
the classification. For a new sample point to be classified, only the
K closest points to that sample are taken and...)
K 最近邻分类算法机器学习的算法之一，该方法的思路是…

什么是 KNN 算法?

(K nearest neighbor classification algorithm one of the algorithms

(What is the KNN algorithm?)

of machine learning, the idea of the method is...)
K 一般低于训练样本数的平方根，通常采用交叉检验来确

KNN 算法的 K 值如何确定?

定。

(How to determine the K value of KNN algorithm?)

(K is generally lower than the square root of the number of
training samples, and is usually determined using a cross-check.)

…

…

3.2.2 Q&A agent design
We developed the QA agent by adopting a FAQ model. It includes four major parts: FAQ knowledge base,
question analysis, information retrieval, and answer extraction. Its overall architecture is shown in Figure 3. The
FAQ knowledge base is the data set of common question and answer pairs which is mentioned in above. The
overall process is that after the user enters a question, the model searches a number of standard questions similar
to the user's question from the FAQ knowledge base, and then selects the standard question closest to the user's
question from a number of candidate similar questions. If the sentence similarity between the question and the
user input question is higher than the set threshold, it is decided that the question is the synonym of the user input
question, and the answer corresponding to the question is output to the user.

Figure 3. FAQ model architecture

In the information retrieval step, the principle is generally to quickly retrieve a smaller subset from the FAQ
knowledge base and ensure that this subset contains a high probability of similar question sentences for the
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question asked, and then use a similarity model from the previously obtained subset to obtain the final similar
question sentences. In the similar question selection module, a text similarity model is used to find the most similar
question to the one asked by the user from the candidate similar questions obtained in the retrieval module of the
previous process. The text similarity model used in this step has to consider the accuracy issue, and the calculation
effect is better than the similarity model in the retrieval module. The processing pipeline of the agent construction
is illustrated in Figure 4, and it currently proceeds in three steps as described in the following.

Figure 4.

Processing pipeline of the agent construction

First, question analysis. Before this step, we need record the user’s question and convert it with voice format
to text format, which will use the speech recognition technology. In the input session, the main task is to capture
and store the sound. The user clicks on the "Start Recording" button in the Q&A module to start capturing sound.
At the same time, the word "Start Recording" in the interface changes to "I am listening", which means the startup is normal and the recording starts, as shown in Figure 5. This function will automatically generate a wav. format
file on the computer to store the content, and then automatically control whether to stop the voice input in this
step according to the volume level of the user's speech. Each input will read the sample data, then convert it into
an array of values, the size of which is 2000, and compare the maximum value of the read array with the threshold
(5000), if 15 consecutive samples are less than 5000, the cycle will be stopped, that is, after 1.875 consecutive
seconds of no sound or too small sound is not detected, the user is considered to have stopped asking and the
recording will be stopped. In addition, since this session also calls Baidu's speech recognition API for speech-totext operation, there is a limit on the length of input speech. Because when this API is called, the maximum length
of speech can only be 60 seconds. After the recording is finished, the file is stored in wav. format.

Figure 5.

Screenshot of recording interface
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We use Baidu's speech recognition API because its algorithm is a streaming end-to-end speech-language
integration modeling algorithm, which allows users to easily and quickly recognize speech as text. After receiving
the user's speech file, it is uploaded to the remote server, the speech recognition SDK is called, the speech is
recognized and processed using Baidu's speech recognition, and the results are returned to continue to the next
step. The principle and recognition process of Baidu's speech recognition is shown in Figure 6. After that, we get
the question with text format, and can begin step 1: question analysis. We started with the data pre-processing
process. Preprocessing refers to the initial processing of the input problem, which includes two steps: word
separation and removal of stop words. For Chinese natural language processing, word separation is one of the
most basic aspects, because the analysis of sentences is carried out in a word-based manner. Here, jieba, which is
the most frequently used in Chinese word separation, is used to separate the input sentences. On the other hand,
there are some words that appear more frequently in the sentences, but they are not useful for the actual meaning
of the sentences, such as some intonation words as well as punctuation, etc. These words need to be removed after
processing. In this study, the input was processed by using the HIT stop word list.

Figure 6.

Principle and process of Baidu's speech recognition

In addition, we set up a synonym list shown in Table 2, because for the input question, it is a very short text,
and the features that can characterize this sentence are very coefficient and easily affected by noise. For example,
when a user asks "what is KNN algorithm", if the question in the standard library is "what is K nearest neighbor
algorithm", although we all know that KNN and K nearest neighbor algorithm mean the same thing, but in the
retrieval module, it is very likely that it cannot matched the question.
Table 2.

Synonym list

Standard word

Synonym

KNN 算法

K 最近邻算法,K-means

好处

优势，优点

…

…

Second, information retrieval. In the process of sentence similarity calculation, this study chose to use
word2vec to calculate sentence similarity. There are two model representations, if a simple word itself is used as
input to predict the context around it, the model is called "Skip-gram model", while if the context of a word is
taken as input to predict the word itself, it is called "CBOW model".In the Skip-gram model, the network is
structured as shown in Figure 7, assuming that there are v words in the input layer, and they are entered in a form
called "one-hot encoder", which means that the word is uniquely represented by a vector containing only 1 and 0.
For example, if we input the sentence "I am happy today" into the network, after the word splitting, we get four
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words "I, today, am, happy", all of them have their own order, so the first word "I" can be represented as a 4dimensional all-zero vector, and the 0 in the first position can be turned into 1, that is, [1, 0, 0, 0], and the word
"today" can be represented as [0, 1, 0, 0], and so on. In other words, each word can find its own unique expression.
Y is the probability of the output on these v words, and the purpose of training the model is to have the same onehot encoder as the realy.

Figure 7. Skip-gram model

In the CBOW model, the form is exactly opposite to the principle of the Skip-gram model, where the
previously described model predicts the context of a word, while the CBOW model uses the context to make
predictions about the word itself, and the network structure is shown in Figure 8. In this model, the input is turned
into multiple words and the input needs to be processed, generally summed and then averaged. In this paper, this
is the model that is used. When using word2vec to calculate the similarity between two sentences, it is necessary
to divide the sentences into words, and then obtain the corresponding word vector for each word divided, and then
add all the word vectors together to get the average value, so that the vector of the sentence is obtained, and then
calculate its angle cosine value according to the equation (1). After calculation, the similarity value of each
sentence in the FAQ knowledge base and the input sentence is obtained, and the sentence with the greatest
similarity is selected to get the candidate similar interrogative sentence, which is input to the next step.
（1）

Figure 8. CBOW model

Last, answer extraction. The sentence obtained in the previous step is only the standard question with the
highest similarity to the one asked by the user, but it is not necessarily the one the user really wants to ask, because
the search module will calculate the sentence with the "best" similarity anyway. For example, suppose the user
asks "What are the benefits of waking up early", but the question returned is "What are the benefits of KNN".
These two sentences have distinctly different meanings, and if we were to return the answer "Benefits of KNN"
at this point, it would significantly affect the user experience and trust in the teaching robot. Therefore, in the
answer extraction step, the thing to do is to avoid this. We set a threshold value of 0.8 for the final similarity,
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which means that only when the similarity value between the input question and the standard question exceeds
the set threshold, the two statements are judged to be synonymous and the answer corresponding to the standard
question is output. And for questions below the threshold, a notice information is automatically returned, which
is "Sorry I didn't understand your meaning, please ask about "KNN". We also set up a log file to record the content
of each question and answer, and the sentence similarity, so that it is easy to check the user's questions. When a
question related to KNN algorithm is frequently asked but there is no corresponding question and answer in the
FAQ knowledge, or when there is a false question , the FAQ knowledge base should be updated and improved.
3.3 Lecture module design
Compared with the Q&A module, the lecture module is relatively easy to implement, the core of which is
the organization of knowledge points and the call of speech synthesis API. We organize the content related to the
KNN algorithm and divide it into two parts: "KNN basic idea" and "KNN algorithm implementation", and store
the content in a text file. When implementing this module, it is only necessary to pass the stored text file through
the speech synthesis interface, and the returned file will be in speech format. When using the module, users can
click on the corresponding knowledge block to enter into the learning of the content. If this system is applied to
other knowledge points, as a universal method, in the lecture module, it is also necessary to use the method of text
classification to take some knowledge points marked in advance as the training set, train the text classification
model so that it can automatically summarize and classify the knowledge points to form multiple knowledge
modules, and then output the broken defense through the speech synthesis module.
4.

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED TEACHING ROBOT
We randomly searched for 26 junior students of Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications to ask

about the knowledge points they did not understand about the KNN algorithm and asked them to randomly ask 15 completely unrelated questions, and finally compiled a list of test questions, as shown in Table 3, with a total of
10 KNN-related questions and 10 completely unrelated questions, to test the teaching robot. The results are shown
in Table 4. The results were poor, so we retrained the model. In the previous experiment, the word2dev model
was trained with Baidu Encyclopedia and a large corpus of news, which may not be applicable to the prediction
results of utterances on the topic of KNN. Therefore, in order to make the model work better, the model was
retrained, this time adding nearly 200 blog posts related to KNN downloading from Baidu. After the training, the
results are shown in Table 5. The accuracy rate of the relevant questions increased to 100%, and the sentence
similarity values with the irrelevant questions were all below the threshold, indicating that the model improvement
was effective.
Table 3.

Test question

Related question

Unrelated question

什么是 KNN 算法？

今天天气怎么样？

啥叫 KNN 算法？

今天吃饭了吗？

使用 KNN 算法有哪些好处？

中国的首都在哪里？

KNN 算法的特点在哪里？

北京的明日气温是多少度？

K 最近邻算法是怎样实现的

北京邮电大学下学期课表从哪查询？

为什么称 K 最近邻算法“懒惰”？

查询话费余额应该拨打哪一个电话？

KNN 算法的不足之处有哪些？

明天会下雨吗？

在 K 最近邻算法中的 K 值怎么确定？

这件衬衫的价格是多少？

KNN 算法用 python 怎么做？

五一节的放假安排是怎样的？

KNN 算法有哪些缺陷呢？

无糖可乐里面真的没有糖吗？

KNN 算法使用时候需要训练集吗？

毕业生的落户补贴情况从哪里查看？
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Table 4.

Test result

Match the answer

Can’t match the answer

Related question

8

2

Unrelated question

1

9

F1 score = 84.2%

Table 5.

59

Accuracy = 85%

Test result after retraining
Match the answer

Can’t match the answer

Related question

10

0

Unrelated question

0

10

F1 score = 100%

Accuracy = 100%

In order to speed up the Q&A agent, we use the inverted indexing method to select 5 candidate similar
question sentences, and then use the modified word2dev model in the previous paper to compare these 5 candidate
similar question sentences and with the input question to calculate the sentence similarity, which reduces the
complexity of the algorithm compared with the previous calculation of all standard questions with the input
question sentences.
Take the five standard questions in the FAQ knowledge base as an example, as shown in Table 6. First, the
original document data is numbered to form a list, that is, the document list. After that, the above questions are
divided into words, and the words are numbered, which are used as indexes to get the inverted index table, as
shown in Table 7. In the traditional index, if we search for the problem "how to implement KNN algorithm in
Python", we need to sort the questions in Table 6 and then determine the number of keywords in each document.
When the number of documents is large, this approach can be very complicated and time consuming. But when
we have created a good inverted index table, search the same problem again, we only need to look at the documents
that will contain keywords, you can find the documents containing the most keywords are 2 and 3, so get the
search results, the time complexity of the search has been significantly reduced.
Table 6.

Document list

No.

Question

0

KNN 算法的不足有哪些？

1

什么是 KNN 算法？

2

KNN 算法的是如何实现的？

3

KNN 算法如何用 Python 实现？

4

KNN 算法有哪些优点？

Table 7.

Inverted index

No.

Word

Inverted index list

1

KNN

0，1，2，3，4

2

算法

0，1，2，3，4

3

不足

0

4

有

0，4

5

哪些

0，4

6

什么

1

7

是

1，2

8

如何

2，3
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No.

Word

Inverted index list

9

实现

2，3

10

优点

4

11

Python

3

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In summary, we design an intelligent teaching robot system with lecture and question-and-answer functions,

using voice interaction to teach students knowledge points and match answers to students' questions, providing
students with a convenient answer channel and reducing the time cost of searching and screening answers on
traditional search engines. In order to better implement the Q&A function, we chose to design and implement the
Q&A agent based on the Q&A system of common question-answer pairs, using the word2dev statement similarity
calculation model, and optimize and improve it to improve the accuracy. We use inverted index to reduce the
complexity of the algorithm and shorten the retrieval matching time, and finally use Tkinter to complete the
interface design.
However, we still have some shortcomings and will make further improvements in the following aspects in
the future.
First, the update of the FAQ database in this paper relies on the log file, which requires manual checking and
adding and deleting of questions, and is not suitable for the maintenance of a large volume database. In the future,
when building a FAQ database with more knowledge points, we can use automatic addition and combine text
classification technology to classify the "question-answer" pairs in the FAQ database, which can speed up the
process in the retrieval stage.
Second, Optimization of the lecture module. The current lecture module is relatively rudimentary, and the
future construction of the lecture module knowledge points can be sorted and organized in the form of pictures,
text and voice.
Last, the interface design of the system is relatively simple. In the future, we can consider adding more
interactive functions, such as adding pictures to assist the answers, and we can also consider adding emotional
analysis to the content of the user's questions, analyzing the current emotional state of the user at the time of the
question, so that the tone of the answer is more humane.
Artificial intelligence teaching robot system is a field with rich academic research value and worth digging
deeper. Through the research of this paper, we hope to provide some reference to the theory related to teaching
robot and its application in specific scenarios, and also make some contribution to the development of this field.
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